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Abstract
The French Way of Saint James runs through northern Spain, from St Jean Pied de
Port to Santiago de Compostela. O Gozo Hill is the first place where pilgrims can see the
Cathedral towers and marks the end of their long journey. The Department of Culture and
Tourism of the Galician Government (Xunta de Galicia) is carrying out a project to recover an
area of four hectares that used to be a camping site for pilgrims, built in 1992 to
commemorate the Jacobean Year 93.
This project is aimed at creating a camellia forest garden including specimens from all
the countries of origin of the pilgrims who come to Santiago de Compostela, a singular and
unique space using one of the most iconic elements of Galician nature and of great tourist
interest, the camellia. Then, this space will be included in the Route of the Camellia of Galicia.
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INTRODUCTION
The name “Camino de Santiago” corresponds to a series of Christian pilgrimage
routes which originated in medieval times. These routes run from different points of Europe
and converge on the tomb of St. James the Greater in the Cathedral of Santiago de
Compostela, in the region of Galicia, in northwest Spain.
After undergoing a severe crisis that lasted from the 19th Century until the mid-20th
Century, during which it almost disappeared, the Camino recovered in the second half of the
20th Century in terms of its popularity as well as its infrastructure. A guidebook for
travelling the Camino by car from the Pyrenees to Compostela was published in 1965, and in
the 1980s tracks were sought so that pilgrims could avoid the hazardous roads. A network of
hostels was created to offer lodgings to pilgrims travelling on foot during their journey.
By 2008 the Way of St James was considered to have become the most important
pilgrimage route in the Christian world, and by the end of 2010 an extensive network of 286
ways had been recorded. These run for a total of 80,000 km in 28 countries. Pilgrimage is
considered to be a spiritual experience in which individuals return to their simplest nature,
as parts of the natural world, excluding the technology which surrounds them in their usual
lives. The WAY is full of manifestations of fervour, repentance, hospitality, art and culture,
and it eloquently expresses the spiritual roots of the Old Continent.
The result of this magnificent organisation has been that the number of pilgrims
reaching Santiago has not ceased to increase since the 1990s. In 2018 it reached the highest
figure ever recorded: 327,000 people, with slightly more foreigners than Spaniards.
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The Monte do Gozo is a hill very close to the city of Santiago de Compostela. It is
famous as it was from here that pilgrims first caught a glimpse of the end of their journey:
the city and the cathedral towers. It is near the end of the penultimate day’s walk, where
pilgrims from all over the world meet, wash and prepare to reach the cathedral.
Coinciding with its pilgrimages, Galicia is an ideal place for the cultivation of camellias.
It has a wet climate, mild temperatures and fertile acidic soils that ensure these plants grow
spectacularly, surprising experts from all around the world. Camellias are grown now in all
the parks and gardens of our community, and pilgrims can see them at many places along
the Way. Practically all green spaces such as gardens, kitchen gardens and streets, and so on,
have a plant of this type, which has been known for years as the “Flower of Galicia”.
AIM

This project aims at creating a Camellia Forest in Monte do Gozo to host a collection
of camellia specimens which, like pilgrims, come from all over the world. This will create an
image of beauty that will be enjoyed by all pilgrims and disseminated when they return to
their everyday lives all around the world. Camellias will link different cultures and will help
revalue and promote an area visited annually by thousands of pilgrims coming from many
different countries. This Forest will be included in the Camellia Route developed earlier in
Galicia, and will link the Route with the Way in Galicia.
LOCATION OF THE GARDEN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
The roughly 38,000 m2 plot where the Camellia Forest will be located is at Monte do
Gozo, in Santiago de Compostela, the capital city of the Spanish province of A Coruña, at the
UTM coordinates (ETRS89 Time Zone 29) X: 541.468; Y: 4.748.221. In the past, this plot used
to hold a camping area for pilgrims, and it is therefore equipped with water, power and
access roads.
The works to create the Camellia Forest in Monte do Gozo will have three phases.
*1st Phase
Project elaboration and drafting to transform the camping area into a Camellia Forest.
Works to demolish the existing bungalows. This phase started in September 2019.
Approval of the technical and administrative specifications of the project. Site works
contracting with an allocation of 412,368.63 € (247,421.18 € in 2019 and 164,947.45 € in
2020). This phase finished in 2019.
*2nd Phase
Project implementation including the demolition of the two paved roads located at the
east and west ends and demolition of facilities and auxiliary elements of the old camp site
(signalling, bollards, electrical installation, bathrooms and laundry, etc.). An underground
building will be constructed 45 cm below ground level, to hold toilets and facilities for
watering and maintenance. Construction of the garden-forest, replanting, procurement,
planting and maintenance of green areas and landscaped areas. Procurement and
planting of the camellia collections from different countries. Ongoing phase from
December 2019 to May 2020.
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*3rd Phase
Refurbishment of the main building and creation of a lagoon. The current building
located at the main entrance will be turned into a permanent visitors centre with
exhibition, education, services and shopping areas, where camellias will be the guiding
common thread. The building will be adapted to host cultural events and permanent

exhibitions that mainly centre on camellias, as well as temporary events on different
topics in connection with knowledge, enjoyment, use and preservation of nature. The aim
is to provide social spaces to host activities that promote culture and arts related to the
natural environment. The three side wings, which currently consist of walls and a glass
roof, will become three large greenhouses to showcase camellia collections that are
sensitive to cold weather, as well as tropical plants, orchids and cactuses, etc.
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1.- PROJECT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA CHOSEN FOR ITS IMPLEMENTATION
The project was designed by the engineer and landscaper Gaspar Bernárdez Villegas, the

agricultural technical engineer Uxía Garcés Ojea and the architect Raquel Argibay Martínez.
Dr. Carmen Salinero Corral, president of the Spanish Camellia Society and of Areeiro
Phytopathological Station, provided technical consultancy on the camellia section.
Here is summary of the main conditioning factors of the area chosen for the project:
1.1. TOPOGRAPHY AND CURRENT STATUS QUO
The selected plot is at an average altitude of 345 m, on a hill flattened by human activity.
It is a plot distributed in terraces with earth mounds and gentle slopes of varying lengths,
covered by herbaceous vegetation. The surface is crossed by four paved (asphalt) tracks or
roads that facilitate the transit of vehicles inside the area. At the sides of the roads there are
several water and electricity supply points that were used by campers in the past.
The terraced distribution, which was created for tents, bungalows and camper vans, is a
major hindrance in creating a natural environment or a forest. It was therefore decided to
design landscaped areas in the central zone between the roads, which cannot be eliminated.
The area will therefore be turned into a garden for contemplation and walking, helping to
structure the space between the different Camellia Forests.
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1.2. GEOLOGY AND SOIL
According to the map from the Spanish Geological Institute, in this area there is mainly
“amphibolite” soil. Currently and after many years of human interventions on the soil, the
soils are of “anthrosol” type, altered by humans adding materials and cultivation practices.
1.3. CLIMATE
This area enjoys a humid oceanic climate, with a higher thermotempered thermo-type
and a higher subhumid ombrotype. Annual average temperatures are 13.3 ºC with warmer
periods with temperatures close to 30 ºC. Rainfall is abundant with an annual average close
to 1,787 mm.
1.4. BIOCLIMATIC AND BIOGEOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERIZATION
The selected area belongs to the so-called Cantabro-Atlantic Sub-Province of the European
Atlantic Province within the Euro-Siberian Region.
1.5. POTENTIAL VEGETATION
The potential vegetation in this area would correspond to thermophile oak forest that
belongs to the Galician-Portuguese acidophile series of the Ruscus aculeati–Quercetum
roboris, where the oak tree (Quercus robur) is the predominant tree species and the
butcher’s-broom (Ruscus aculeatus) as the association differential.
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1.6. CURRENT VEGETATION
In the gardens one can find a beautiful, although limited, collection of trees, among
which the following can be highlighted: giant thujas (Thuja plicata), birches (Betula
pubescens and B.pendula), limes (Tilia sp.), cedars (Cedrus deodara) and alders (Alnus
lusitanica). As for the bushes you can find camellias (Camellia japonica), thorn bushes
(Crataegus monogyna), rhododendrons (Rhododendron arboreum) an junipers (Juniperus x
pfitzeriana). Most of these species do not flower attractively, so the garden shows very little
chromatic change throughout the year.
2. CAMELLIA FOREST DESIGN
The garden design is based on the promoter’s requirements, the Government of
Galicia (Xunta de Galicia) aiming to create a living collection of camellias in this area.
2.1. SELECTION OF SPECIES. ZONING
The aim is to take advantage of topographical accidents, paths and “marks” on the
ground to avoid creating physical barriers between the different areas. In areas where there
are no natural divisions, collections will be separated by planting species that are
characteristic of each region of origin. This will create “soft” divisions between the different
woods that -- while not restricting observation of their edges -- will show the change of
geographical zone. The species accompanying the camellias in each area will also be selected
on the basis of sharing their geographical origin, so that, for example, the trees and bushes
which are planted with Asian camellias will also come from Asia. Moreover, with rare
justified exceptions, deciduous trees and bushes with attractive flowers will be selected, so
that in winter they will not distract from the flowering of the camellias, the most important
plants in the Wood-Garden.
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2.1.a. Camellia woods according to area of origin
The main criterion for where to plant the camellias will be their origin. The area will
therefore be divided into five main zones, and these in turn will be further subdivided. There
will also be flowerbeds of plants with pretty flowers, as well as other collections of
succulents, ericaceous plants or rock gardens of alpine plants.
* The Asian zone (Japan, China, Vietnam and Taiwan). This will occupy an area of 5,931 m2 at
the entrance to the Wood-Garden. As it is the origin of camellias, it was decided that this
zone should be the one that welcomes visitors to the Camellia woods.
As well as camellias, other types of Asian plants in the Theaceae family will be planted
(Schima wallichi, Stewartia monadelpha, S. pseudocamellia, S. rostrata, S. sinensis and
Eurya japonica). A double line of 40 Japanese flowering cherry trees (Prunus serrulata

‘Kanzan´) will be planted along the entrance avenue to the Asian garden. These represent
the arrival of spring in Japan, the time known as “sakura”.
* The European zone (Italy, Belgium, France, Portugal and England). This will be located in
the south west of the garden in an area measuring 8,863 m2. It will be divided into five
spaces, with different plants from the different European countries represented, without
any artificial barriers separating them.
* The Galician zone. Camellias from Galicia will be located in the south of the garden,
between the dream gardens and the space for camellias from Oceania. This zone will
occupy an area of 2,006 m2 divided into five plots by the roads that cannot be eliminated.
* The Oceania zone (New Zealand and Australia). This will occupy 4,273 m2 of the south east
of the garden. In this zone the different camellias from Australia and New Zealand will be
combined with a representative sample of flowering bushes from the same regions. The
aim is for them to flower one after the other, so that this area will always be especially
attractive. It is planned to plant different (non-invasive) eucalyptus trees at the bottom of
the garden, ones that stand out for the coloured bark or, in some cases, for their beautiful
flowers, too.
* The U.S.A. zone. This will occupy 7,173 m2 in the north east of the garden. This zone was
selected to represent a forest of American camellias because it already contains many
examples of giant thuja (Thuja plicata and T. plicata ´Zebrina´) from North America, and
which will be retained, given that they are considered to form part of the structure of the
garden.
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2.1.b. The dream garden
The garden areas will follow the lines of the
current road, selecting suitable species of plant
so that, after they have had time to grow, they
will invade part of the road and create a
discontinuous and irregular path, where some of
the vegetation becomes integrated within the
path. Species will be selected based on how tall
they grow, planting ground cover species in the
area closest to the road and gradually increasing
the height of the plant farther away from it and
closer to the slope.
Striking tree species will be planted in some
beds, selected for the colour of their bark, their
leaves, shape or beautiful flowering. This will
break the visual continuity of plant height,
blurring uniformity in this part of the garden.
Given the complexity of planning due to the large
number and diversity of the species to be planted,
these spaces will be divided into smaller beds.
This will make distribution easier to manage,
while minimising error in species combinations.
This factor is more important in the creation of
these spaces, as changing the location of
different species may lead to the creation of undesirable visual barriers that hinder a perfect
view of the camellias or other plants behind them.
2.1.c. Viewpoints and rest areas
These will be located at strategic places and will face east and south east. They will be
places for observation, with broad terraces open to the whole horizon. The wonderful views
will not be diminished in the future, when the trees planted in the lowest areas have grown,
as they will have been selected and planted in the garden keeping this in mind. A large
number of benches will be set out around the viewpoints to permit resting.
2.1.d Rock gardens
Rock gardens will be designed and created in
the areas now occupied by the laundry and toilet
buildings. They will consist of vertical schist slabs
between which mountain and rock-growing
plants will be planted, as these species are lowgrowing with shallow roots, so that they can be
cultivated in “stone gardens” as singular features.
2.1.e Beds of ericaceous and succulent plants
Two small gardens were designed to occupy
the upper terraces where the demolished
building stood. The first garden is devoted to
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ericaceous plants commonly known as heathers. These are low-growing species which
flower intensively, and this will take place gradually, according to species, so that this area
will be flowering during much of the year. The second terrace will be planted with cactus
and succulent species that flower interestingly. To plant, the garden soil will be added over
49 m2 and held by a decorative granite wall of the same height, creating a sort of giant
jardinière.
3. LIMITS AND ENCLOSURES
The garden limits are well defined as the garden is enclosed around its whole
perimeter by a 2 m high wire fence.
3.1. LAYOUT AND PAVING
The current layout of the central roads will be respected and covered with printed
concrete treated with decorative mortar in a brick red colour. The side roads will be
eliminated and new paths will be created, aiming to break with the current geometry of the
space and creating more sinuous profiles.
4. VEGETABLE LAYER IMPLEMENTATION
Once the process of construction, layout of paths and paving is finished, the next step
is to plant the final layout according to the plantation frameworks and plans as specified in
the graphic documentation.
4.1. ORIGIN OF THE PLANTS
To obtain the camellias, it is recommended to focus on two centres located in the
provinces of Pontevedra and A Coruña because they have a wide variety of species and
cultivars. However, taking into account the large diversity of species to be introduced and
the specialization required by some of them, a list has been drawn up of the European
nurseries where the proposed taxa can be obtained.
ENHANCEMENT ACTIVITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS RESULTING FROM THE PROJECT
Although the main objective of the project is to create a Camellia Forest for leisure
enjoyment, this initiative will bring about several social improvements from different
standpoints
Environmental Improvements
* The creation of a green area with great environmental and human potential by means
of planting a Camellia Forest, where different botanic collections will be represented based
on dissemination, touristic and cultural criteria.
* The creation of an aid to environmental literacy, to promote public education by
developing research and participation programmes, organizing courses and workshops,
educational publications and guided visits. To welcome visitors in a didactic environment so
that they can participate in the sustainable management of the area, using the garden to
raise environmental awareness.
* “Green Employment” promotion.
* Training in agro-ecology, gardening, botanic and related sciences.
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Dissemination and Didactic Improvements
* To create a space where it is possible to enjoy an educational walk, observing native
species together with a representation of ecosystems and plants from all over the world.
* Nameplates will describe ecosystems and species.
* Explanatory panels will explain environmental and landscape values.
* This will become a top rate educational resource for schools and the general public.
* Visitors will gain in sensitivity, awareness, understanding, enthusiasm and commitment
through recovery of their connection with nature.
* It will strengthen the links between informal and formal education by complementing
and fostering curricular contents (educational projects).
* It will increase knowledge, changing attitudes and habits and promoting the best
practices for plant conservation.
Social and Economic Improvements
* It will improve the quality of life for local people by creating a landscaped space in an
area with great natural and landscape potential.
* It will contribute to sustainable rural development by creating jobs and diversifying local
activities.
Cultural and Tourist Improvements
The Sociedad Española de la Camelia (The Spanish Camellia Society) promotes excursions to
visit gardens on the basis of an agreement with the Agencia Galega de Turismo (Galician
Tourist Agency) to promote camellias in Galicia. The result of this is the promotion of
camellia culture, cultivation, care and knowledge about this beautiful garden flower which
fills autumn and winter with colour when other flowers are very scarce.
The aim is not only about botany or camellia cultivation, propagation, varieties and
problems, etc., but also to promote cultural and tourist projects and events with the
camellia at their heart. In 2006 a route comprising 15 historical gardens was created in
Galicia. This “Ruta de la Camelia” (Camellia Route) showcases the value of these beautiful
plants and areas where they are cultivated. It is based on the work of the Sociedad Española
de la Camelia in collaboration with the Estación Fitopatolóxica Areeiro (Areeiro
Phytopathological Station) of the Council of Pontevedra. A camellia is the logotype of the
Axencia Galega de Turismo.
The aim is to integrate this “Camellia Forest” in the Galician Camellia Route, creating
a strong bond between Camellias and St. James’ Way.
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